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Introduction
• Many water-quality parameters are difficult or

impossible to monitor in real time

• It is often desirable to estimate water-quality
conditions in near real-time, and for
unmeasured storm events

• Some of these constituents can be estimated
based on easily-measured surrogates

• The goal of this work is the development of a
standardized and widely available tool for
development of surrogate regressions and
evaluation of their goodness of fit



Objectives
• A common situation is a site with measured

real-time and discrete data

• Data from the real-time sensors is then used
to build a surrogate regression model for
prediction of the discrete constituents

• The process of merging data and developing
these models can be time-consuming

• A real-world test case will be used for
illustration of the surrogate regression utility
highlighted in this talk



Steps in the development of a surrogate
regression model for a site

1. Retrieval of real-time and discrete data

2. Preparation and merging of datasets

3. Analysis of raw data to determine probable
predictor (explanatory) variables

4. Development of regression models between
predictor variables and the chosen response
variable

5. Refinement of regression model fit

6. Repeat until satisfied with regression model



Methods used by GSqwsr package
• Water-quality and real-time data is retrieved from U.S.

Geological Survey web services

• Real-time and discrete data is merged and prepared for
use in the regression model

• Censored data is represented as a range, visualized as a
vertical line from the upper limit to zero on plots

• A general equation including all possible predictor
variables is generated as the model upper bound

• Stepwise regression is used recursively to develop the
surrogate regression model

• The R software environment is used to automate as
many steps as possible in this process



The R software environment
• The R environment for statistical computing is

a free open-source software

• http://www.r-project.org/

• The environment I use for working in R is
RStudio (http://rstudio.org/)

• R is a widely used environment, and there are
many packages available, via CRAN, github,
USGS, etc

• There is a very active user community and
many available statistical packages



The R software environment



Retrieve real-time and discrete data
• For the USGS site of interest, retrieve the periods of

record for available water-quality and real-time
parameters
– whatUVNew

– whatQW



Retrieve real-time and discrete data
• Choose desired water-quality and real-time

parameters from those available, set period of
analysis and retrieve data
– retrieveNWISqwData

– makeQWObjects

– getMultipleUV



Prepare data for regression modeling
• Merge UV and QW datasets into one combined data

frame

• This function alone saves significant time, allowing
users to easily merge QW data with the nearest real-
time value, as well as select an acceptable time gap
(default of 2 hours)
– mergeDatasets



Prepare data for regression modeling
• Choose a normal or lognormal distribution for

the response variable (lognormal distributions
are frequently used for environmental data, but
may not be used if there are zero or negative
values)

• For model development, there must not be any
NA values

• Tools are provided to maximize rows or columns
of data as desired when removing NAs

• Guidance is provided on saving data sets at any
point, this being a typical place



Censored data

• Censored
data is
represented
by a range

• For example,
a value of
<0.002 is
represented
as 0 – 0.002



Create preliminary graphs
• plotQQTransforms
• predictVariableScatterPlots

• Saved as pdf files
• Useful for initial

exploration of
possible
predictor
variables

• May be helpful in
analysis of
potential outliers

• Both linear and
log distributions
of predictor
variables are
graphed



Run stepwise model
• Create a general regression formula containing all

possible predictor variables as the upper bound

• Predictor variables decYear, sinDY and cosDY are
added to represent seasonality and trend over time

• Normal and log transforms (for predictor variables
with no zero or negative values) are added to the
equation for each predictor variable
– createFullFormula

Wtemp + Flow + SpecCond + DO + pH + sinDY + cosDY
+ log(Wtemp) + log(Flow) +{ log(SpecCond) + log(DO)



Run stepwise model
• Stepwise regression is used to choose model

variables

• Choose from several options for parameter used for
selection of variables
– AIC (akaike information criterion) and BIC (Bayesian

information criterion) are two commonly used options

• Output from the prelimModelDev function includes:
– Variable selection steps

– Information from the final model

– Raw data used

prelimModelDev



Create plots and tables to visualize
steps and resulting model

• plotSteps

• analyzeSteps



• Plot showing the
change in model
diagnostics at
each step.

• This plot can be
used to consider
the added value
of multiple
predictor
variables for the
regression
function.

analyzeSteps



This plot shows an
extreme example
where the
stepwise
regression kept
refining the model
for many steps that
seem to provide
limited
improvement. The
user may choose to
use the model
from step 5, for
example.

analyzeSteps



Detail plots from Step 2 (left) and
Step 5 (bottom) of the stepwise
process. Possible outliers are shown
in red. These are calculated based
on external studentized residuals
>3 or <-3

plotSteps



Model Adjustments
• Examine possible outliers and remove them as

desired

findOutliers



Model Adjustments
• Adjust the step used, remove or add parameters or

add interactions
– ‘Scalar’ column can be adjusted to add or remove

predictor variables

– Other cells are used to add an interaction between two
variables

generateParamChoices

createFormulaFromDF



Model Diagnostics
resultPlots

Observed
vs

Predicted

Residuals
vs

Predicted

Residuals
vs

Time

Residuals Quantiles
vs

Theoretical Quantiles



Model Diagnostics
resultResidPlots



Model Predictions

• Create a plot of
predicted values
based on all
available unit
value data in blue
with red dots
representing
actual measured
data

• This plot
illustrates strong
seasonality

predictionPlot



Model Summary Information
• A text file with model summary information is also

available
• RMSE, RSQ, observations, degrees of freedom
• Coefficient, standard error, p value and standard

coefficient for each predictor variable chosen
• Correlation matrix of coefficients



Summary
• This work was funded by the GLRI project

• With 30 sites to manage, saving time was necessary

• Using this software utility, once setup was
performed for the 30 sites, all of the initial
regressions were created overnight

• By automating this initial work, scientists can focus
time on refinement of individual regression models

• The utility is currently geared toward USGS NWIS
data, but could be expanded to handle other sources

• Will be an upcoming publication on the GLRI sites
using this technique



Resources used in this talk
• http://www.r-project.org/

• http://rstudio.org/

• http://github.com/USGS-R/

• install.packages(“GSqwsr”,repos=“http://usgs-
r.github.com/”, type=“source”)

• https://github.com/USGS-
R/surrogateRegression/raw/master/inst/doc/QWSR.pdf

• https://github.com/USGS-
R/surrogateRegression/raw/master/inst/
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